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THEORY OF ARCHITECTURE - I

OBJECTIVES :
To introduce the various facets of architecture and its influencing factors.
To introduce the formal vocabulary of architecture as one of the ways to experience the built
environment.
To understand and appreciate the universals of architectural form and space in terms of
elements and principles within particular historical, cultural and geographic contexts.
UNIT I
INTRODUCTION TO ARCHITECTURE
8
Definitions of Architecture – Origin of Architecture – architecture as a discipline – context for
architecture as satisfying human needs: functional, aesthetic and psychological-outline of
components and aspects of architectural form-site, structure, skin, materials, services, use,
circulation, expression, character, experience – Introduction to the formal vocabulary of architecture
and Gestalt ideas of visual perception.
UNIT II
ELEMENTS OF ARCHITECTURE
7
Understanding fundamental elements such as point, line, plane, form and space, shape, pattern,
light, colour, surface and texture with reference to the evolution of architectural form and space.
UNIT III
ELEMENTS OF ARCHITECTURE – FORM
9
Understanding perceptual effects of specific geometric forms such as sphere, cube, pyramid,
cylinder and cone and its sections as well as their derivatives with respect to the evolution of
architectural form and space.
UNIT IV
ELEMENTS OF ARCHITECTURE – SPACE
9
Understanding perceptual effects of specific configuration of architectural spaces – Enclosure –
Internal and External, Continuous spaces – Spatial relationship and its types, Spatial organisation:
Centralized, Linear, Radial Clustered, Grid – built form and open space relationships.
UNIT V
PRINCIPLES OF ARCHITECTURE
12
Understanding fundamental principles such as proportion, scale, balance, symmetry/asymmetry,
rhythm, axis, hierarchy, datum, unity, harmony, dominance, climax – Movement with reference to
the architectural form and space – detailed study of relationship between architectural form and
circulation – Types of circulation – Building approach and entrance, path configuration and form,
path space relationship, orientation.
TOTAL : 45 PERIODS
OUTCOMES
A thorough understanding on the definition of architecture; elements of architectures of form and
space.
An exposure to the principles of architecture and applications of the same in buildings.
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